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Artificial Adventure Parks: A new concept
Artificial acrobatic courses offer
“adventurers” a moment of escape
and
unrivalled
overtaking
opportunities.
Our structures can be set up on
any site and therefore offer a high
degree of flexibility.

The participants can act like Tarzan and enjoy the sensations of “fearing
emptiness and falling down”, while remaining safe at all times.
This new attraction is a self carrying, dismountable and adjustable structure
from 2.5m to 10 metres in height. Children, adolescents and adults are able
to experience infinite possibilities, due to the rearranging potential of the
play stations.

Optimal safety with the permanent lifeline
The permanent life line is a continuous
cable which follows the user from start to
finish. The user benefits from safety and
comfort during use.
Children and adults are attached to this
cable by a unique carriage, which runs the
whole length of the course. This carriage
offers complete safety, as it can’t be
accidently unclasped.
. Optimizes safety: non-existent falling risk
. Strongly reduces supervision needs
. Increases the fluidity of the race course
by 30%
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Event Structures
Our structures are completely dismountable and can therefore be adapted to
all types of Indoor and Outdoor sites, for any duration of time.
A “standard” 6 games station structure can be installed in less than 3 hours
and dismounted in 2 hours. We also have the ability to integrate the design
of our ropes, to encompass the animations of the courses.
Each module measures up to 4x3x4m
and the structures can be configured in
different ways:
. 6 games (2 modules) = 12x5m
. 8 games (3 modules) = 16 x5m
. 10 games (4 modules) = 20x15m
The 6 games version has the capacity
to accommodate up to 24 people!

Fixed Structures
Easily dismountable, the 2.5m to 10m high structures have the capacity of
being permanently installed both indoors and outdoors.
. Playground structures of 2.5m high with a shock absorber ground, don’t
have a life line and therefore require the supervision of a parent.
. Structures of 6m to 10m high, with self assured permanent life line,
require one operator for equipment inspection, briefing and supervision.

The daily capacity of the 2.5m
structure is up to 1,000 passages,
whilst the 6m to 10m structure is
300!
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Ready to use, in wood or acid
Thanks to their interchangeable capacity, the games stations can be
changed indefinitely, to modify the difficulty and visual aspect of the whole
structure.
We have a catalogue of over thirty different games stations! These include:
. Low play stations: fixed under the platforms. These devices are horizontal
and relatively simple to cross over.
. High play stations: fixed at head post level. They are very distinctive due
to their vertical form. These play stations offer a wide variety of difficulties
for the user to choose from.
All our structures are built in heat-treated pine wood. This natural, rot
proof larch wood is free of acid or colors. It fully complies with EN 15567-1
construction and safety requirements.
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